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Abbreviated abstract: Social media sites like Twitter provide substantial data about perspectives on public health topics, such
as COVID-19 vaccines. We propose a fine-tuned BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) classifier to
categorize COVID-19 vaccine-related tweets into seven topic classes. The model performs robustly on the classification task.
We apply our BERT model to 869,229 publicly available tweets about COVID-19 vaccines posted in 2021. Our approach can be
used for further monitoring of public discussion on COVID-19 vaccines to help governments promote public health.
Related publications:
– DeVerna, M. R., Pierri, F., Truong, B. T., Bollenbacher, J., Axelrod, D., Loynes, N., Torres-Lugo, C., Yang, K.-C.,
Menczer, F., & Bryden, J. (2021). CoVaxxy: A Collection of English-language Twitter Posts About COVID-19 Vaccines.
ArXiv:2101.07694 [Cs].
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Problem, Data, Previous Works
Understanding public opinion from social media
•
Declining response rates and high costs associated with traditional surveys
•
Rich discussion of public health topics on social media platforms
•
Data from sites like Twitter are noisy and complex
•
Machine learning research offers tools for natural language processing (NLP)
We analyze Tweets about COVID-19 vaccines by…
•
Identifying the themes of Tweets
•
Classifying Tweets into the identified categories
•
Visualizing major subtopics within categories
•
Tracking changes in conversation about vaccines
Human-labeled data: Tweets about COVID-19 vaccines
•
Labeling methodology developed by public health student, applied to English-language Tweets
•
7 human-defined topics: Getting vaccinated & gratefulness (32.2%), Politics & production (29.1%), Research
(11.7%), Side Effects (8.4%), Skepticism (5.8%), Others (8.6%), Noise (4.3%)
•
Training (3,748), validation (937), test (1,172)
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Methods
Classification model
•
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) model, pre-trained on large corpus of Twitter
data related to COVID-19
•
Fine-tuned BERT model on context-specific downstream classification task
•
Accuracy and Macro-F1 assessed at each training epoch on validation set and finally on test set
Model Name

Accuracy

Macro-F1

Runtime

Naïve Bayes

0.662

0.540

Support Vector Machines

0.696

0.568

BERTweet-COVID19 (Nguyen et al. 2020)

0.763

0.674

1:33:04

COVID-Twitter-BERT (Müller et al. 2020)

0.788

0.716

8:35:30

Text & Temporal Analysis
•
869,229 public English-language Tweets sampled from CoVaxxy dataset, collected from January to August 2021
•
Classified into 7 topics by fine-tuned BERT model
•
Summarization of major themes in each topic
•
Examination of changing proportions by topic
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Results
• Word frequency reveals that Tweets assigned to topics appear to correspond with
labeler topic description
• Topic trends, such as the following:
• Tweets about getting vaccinated & gratefulness peaking in the spring and
early summer
• Skepticism Tweets increased from 15.1% to 30.7%
• Politics & Production Tweets decreased from 27.8% to 10.0%

Next Steps
Preprocessing for clustering algorithms
•
Unsupervised topic clustering methods could begin with classification into human-defined classes
•
Abstractive summarization models can further assist with interpreting of Tweet clusters
Connection to misinformation prediction models
Misinformation prediction is another promising area for NLP techniques
• Our results suggest that minimal supervision needed to boost model performance
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